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Editorial

2017 has come and gone. We would

like to wish all members a happy and

prosperous New Year and “Happy

Austineering”.

Dave Rix, our long-serving Events Co-

ordinator, is standing down with im-

mediate effect (see page 3) and will be

replaced by Phil Sharpe, who is al-

ready at work on the 2018 programme.

The “first draft” is on page 32. More

details soon, but don’t forget that the

latest up-to-date programme can be

found on the club’s web site at

www.na7c.co.uk

On the subject of events, we are

pleased to report that the Wroxham &

Hoveton Lions Club are back with the

Hoveton Summer Fete on 5 August.

This replaces the Norwich Motor

Show, which used to be held at the

Showground.

We will be having a stand there, with

space for the gazebo and around 20

cars and hope to use it as our major

summer rally. Further details soon, but

in the meantime entry forms – and it is

free entry – are available on our web-

site or from Phil Sharpe

Our AGM will be held at the Jubilee

Hall on Tuesday 20 March. This is

your chance to have your say and to in-

fluence how the club is run, so please

try to attend. 

Club membership expires on 31 March

and renewal forms will be sent out to-

wards the end of February. Prompt re-

newal will be appreciated by the

Membership Secretary.

Finally, the username and password to

access the full-colour version of the

NA7ter in the Members Only section

was included in the printed copy sent to

all members

www.na7c.co.uk

“Members Only” user name: ***** Password: *****

The next edition of the NA7ter will be published in April

Please let me have any contributions before 31 March

Contact details are on the inside front cover
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Chairman's Chatter

I hope you will forgive the brevity of

my contribution as we are currently

overwhelmed with all the hassle of

house removals. Karen was a little

tearful as we have had to leave the cats

in a cattery so they are well away from

the stress. I am thinking of joining

them! 

As you may have gathered, we are

finally moving to Suffolk lock, stock

and cats. The renovations at Pelham

have dominated our lives for over 18

months to the detriment of course to

the regular maintenance of the Austin

family. Our Austins don’t like being

ignored for long periods, petrol goes

stale with ethanol induced gummy bits

everywhere. Aluminium castings seem

to get that corroded look and tyres can

get flat spots if not overinflated for

storage. This will be attended to when

I get my motoring life back.

When this happens, we will look for-

ward to seeing you at a few more

motoring events than we have been

able to in the past.

I was pleased to see you all at the

Christmas meal and, as usual the Wen-

sum Valley Club did us proud with an

excellent meal at great value. The raf-

fle was very successful with prizes

generously donated by members.

Thank you for your support.

As Christmas will be over by the time

you read this, I take this opportunity to

wish you all a safe, healthy and happy

New Year.

Safe and happy motoring.

Dave Witton
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News

Committee Changes
Dave Rix takes a break

After over nine years as the Club’s

Events Co-ordinator, Dave Rix has
decided to step down with effect
from 1 January 2018. Dave will
remain on the committee and his
job as Events Co-ordinator will be

taken on by Phil Sharpe, who is already

a committee member.

We thank Dave for his not inconsider-

able efforts over the years and wish

Phil the best of luck in his new job.

Contact details for Phil are as follows:

Phone: 01603 744981

Mobile: 07857907417

Email: phil@sendale.org.uk

Christmas Dinner
Another successful social event

The Club’s annual Christmas Dinner

was held on 12 December at the Wen-

sum Valley Hotel, Taverham. A con-

vivial gathering of 47 members

enjoyed the evening organised, as usu-

al, by Paul Maulden.

After the excellent meal our Chairman,

Dave Witton, congratulated the organ-

isers for again putting on an enjoyable

event. He went on to thank the commit-

tee and members for their efforts and

support throughout another successful

Thelma Jones

As most of you will already know, Thelma, wife of member Martin Jones, died

suddenly in France, on 26 October. Our sympathies are with Martin, sons Mark

and Simon and all family and friends.

Thelma’s funeral was held on 4 December at Dereham Catholic Church. The club

was well-represented.
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year, which had seen several new peo-

ple joining the club. However, we had

also had deaths amongst the member-

ship and Dave raised a toast to “Absent

Friends”. He concluded by wishing

everyone a Merry Christmas, a Happy

New Year and safe motoring. 

He was followed by an impromptu

auction as Paul, who is currently clear-

ing the club shop – see back cover –

sucessfully sold off some posters and

car badges.

The evening, as ever, concluded with

the well-supported raffle (see below).

Once again there was a good selection

of prizes and £160 – a new record –

was raised, which will go towards club

funds. Many thanks to those who do-

nated prizes and purchased tickets.
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A Visit to the Morgan Motor Company
Dave Rix entertains

Club night on 21 November saw the

assembled members entertained by

Dave Rix who, ably assisted by “pro-

jectionist” Phil Sharpe, introduced an

interesting and informative film pro-

duced around 30 years ago by the Mor-

gan Motor Company.

Dave had visited Morgan earlier in the

year and commented that many of the

tools – and staff – seen in the film were

still in use and there had been few

noticeable changes at the works, other

than the use of current engines in the

cars.

New Member
Please join us in welcoming the following new member to the club:

Jonathan England comes from Sedg-

eford, near Hunstanton. Although

Jonathan does not currently own a

“Seven”, he does have a 1937 “Ten”, a

1937 “Twelve” and a 1942 “K2” fire

appliance.
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Caption Competition
The Editor thanks all those who con-

tributed entries to the caption competi-

tion in the last NA7ter.

His decision is that the winner is Paul

Nobbs, who submitted the entry above

and wins a years NA7C subscription.

Press Release from FBHVC - 18 December 2017
Department for Transport (DfT) Guidance on Substantial Change of Historic 

Vehicles

1. The Guidance sets out the definition of a Vehicle of Historic Interest (VHI), vehi-

cles which will, from May 2018, be entitled to be exempt from taking a vehicle

(MoT) test.

2. The Guidance reflects the outcome of intensive discussions between the DfT and

the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs (FBHVC). FBHVC wishes to

express its appreciation of the open and collaborative manner in which the DfT

approached these discussions.

3. In the discussions FBHVC was careful to take account of all possible members of

the historic vehicle family.

4. The Guidance supersedes all previous potential criteria released for discussion by

DfT.
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5. The Guidance makes clear that it does not in any way affect DVLA’s registration

criteria and processes which remain unchanged.

6. The Government included motorcycles in the Motor Vehicles (Tests) (Amend-

ment) Regulations 2017. As the Guidance implements the Regulations, DfT could

not accept FBHVC’s representations, based upon the requirements of the EU Direc-

tive, regarding historic motorcycles, so they are included in the Guidance.

7. Following STRONG representations by FBHVC, a vehicle may generally be a

VHI if relevant changes were undertaken more than 30 years previously. This will be

a rolling 30 years and replaces the fixed 1988 date previously proposed by DfT.

8. Major points of note are:

a. The process is one of self-declaration. 

b. Owners will only be required to declare their vehicle to be a VHI if they wish 

to be exempted from an annual MOT Test.

c. All vehicles will still be able to be tested if their owners wish 

d. The criteria are generic and permit changes made, less than 30 years prior to 

the declaration, which improve efficiency, safety, preservation or environmental 

performance.

e. Those vehicles registered on a Q plate, as kits or built up classics are not enti-

tled to be declared as VHIs until forty years after they were registered.

f. For motorcycles only the criteria of Q plates, kits and built up classics prevent 

declaration as a VHI.

9. The Guidance refers to “a marque or historic vehicle experts”. A list will be

published on the website of the Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs by 30th

April 2018. Vehicle owners wishing to confirm if they may declare their vehicle as

a VHI, may choose to contact the appropriate nominee from this list

10. FBHVC will be explaining the Guidance in full in its first Newsletter of 2018 and

as soon as possible on its website at www.fbhvc.co.uk.

11. Text of the Guidance is at: www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/

attachment_data/file/668274/vehicles-of-historical-interest-substantial-change-

guidance.pdf
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Our Cars

Mabel’s Autumn Outing

Dave Witton heads north

The Cumbria Run is an event organ-

ized by Malcolm Parker of the PWA7C

and is an opportunity to drive over

some of the most picturesque and iso-

lated parts of the country from Ma-

sham in North Yorkshire to Grange

over Sands on the north side of More-

cambe Bay in Cumbria.

This will almost certainly be the last

long distance trip we undertake from

Surrey and as usual, Mabel, our trusty

but slightly dog-eared RN saloon was

tasked for the journey. Mabel, being

long wheelbase, is comparatively com-

fortable to drive, can hold her own at

50mph on the flat and no stranger to

long distance runs over the Pennines.

We left Farnham at about 5.30 am and

Jacks Hill Café on the A5 near

Towcester normally beckons after 90

miles A7 driving for a nice healthy fry-

up and limitless tea. A proper transport

‘caff’ where, after so many previous

expeditions, we are instantly recog-

nized by the management as Mabel

trundles in. Having refuelled car and

occupants, our journey took us via the

A5, and on to the M1 which is the eas-

iest way to get past Leicester. Thence

we went via the A46 to join the A1 at

Having a breather 

at the Tan Hill Inn next 

to Malcolm Parker's Ulster
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Newark. I know some may baulk at the

prospect of motorway driving in an

A7, however, provided one can main-

tain a respectable speed, a two or three

lane carriageway minimizes the incon-

venience to other drivers. Our experi-

ence has found that lorry drivers seem

to be the most considerate, giving a

sense of protection from fast car traf-

fic. I would draw the line at the M25

however, which is a law unto itself.

Leaving the A1 at J50 we got to Ma-

sham at 4pm having covered 282

miles. Thinking ahead, I thought it

would be a good idea to top up with

fuel ready for the morning. As I

emerged from the kiosk, Karen an-

nounced that Mabel was as dead as a

doornail. Sure enough, nothing on the

electrics after checking all the usual

connections. Much head scratching

and then some of the electrics came

back to life – until the starter was

pressed. In a nutshell, the battery de-

cided to give up completely without

any sort of forewarning at all. Never

had that before. Nigel Snow, the A7

specialist in the north, saved the day by

driving from his home near Middles-

borough with a battery tester and a

brand new battery. Relief all round –

after all, where would you start looking

for a 6 volt battery in the wilds of

Yorkshire on a Saturday afternoon?

We spent a very comfortable evening

at the Black Lion Inn at Fearby with

good home cooked pub food comple-

mented by some Black Sheep ale.

(memo to self – must revisit) The

morning saw us report for duty in Ma-

sham town square where an eclectic

mix of Austins and some familiar fac-

es, had already gathered, bringing the

total number of cars to 32. 

There also happened to be a farmers

market on the square and the variety of

sausages, meats, pies, bread and other

delights looked extremely tempting.

However, with 100 miles of driving

ahead of us, there was no time nor

much room for shopping so we bravely

turned our backs on these goodies.

Initially, we meandered through Ley-

burn before heading off on unclassified

roads to Reeth, a most picturesque vil-

lage in Swaledale with a central village

green, tea shops and a quaint post of-

fice. After 30 miles, and on even more

unclassified roads were arrived at the

isolated and quirky Tan Hill Inn. 

This is the highest pub in England at

1732ft above sea level – and with a

slightly ‘Fawlty Towers’ reputation!

And also where Ted Moult filmed the

Everest double glazing adverts all

those years ago. An indication of how

desolate the surroundings can be over

wintertime is the enormous stand-by

generator and snow tractor that sit out-

side!

Leaving the comfort of the log fire

which, incidentally, burns all year
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round, we motored via Kirkby

Stephen, and it wasn’t long before I

picked up my first puncture on the trip.

I managed to get off the road and

changed the spare without too much

hassle. Luckily I had a spare inner tube

so I resolved to fit that on arrival at the

hotel. The remainder of the journey

skirting round Kendal gave us great

views of Lake Windermere but rain

was by now falling steadily so it was a

great relief to get to our hotel at Grange

over Sands.

I managed to spirit Mabel’s wheel up

to our bedroom where I could fit a new

inner tube in relative comfort. After

much wrestling and cursing around the

bedroom floor, I managed to fit the

tube without intruding greatly on

Karen’s TV viewing. Filling the bath

revealed the puncture was inexplicably

in the sidewall. Ever mindful of our en-

vironment I got in the bath afterwards

rather than waste the water.

Malcom had arranged a special rate for

Austineers at the Netherwood Hotel

which was of a very high standard and

with stunning views over Morecambe

Bay. We enjoyed a convivial group

dinner in the evening where we

swapped stories and learned that only

one car had suffered a terminal break-

down during the day.

Much deliberation was given to the

best way to return South. A glance at a

road atlas of NW England shows how

difficult it can be to circumvent the

built up areas of the industrial north-

west in a vintage car. Initially we opted

Karen has the answer to high speed motorway driving!
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for the A6 via Carnforth and Lancaster

but my patience soon ran out with

seemingly endless roadworks and traf-

fic lights. We thought we would take a

look at the M6 and heavens what a re-

lief that was. Although it was a Mon-

day morning, traffic was relatively

light, Mabel had a good head of steam

and we sped down the M6, M6 toll and

finally M42 before turning via War-

wick off to Long Compton. There we

booked in to the Red Lion for the night

as another evening relaxing over fine

pub food and ale was preferable to

pressing on another 100 miles, groping

in the dark and getting ever more wea-

ry.   It was only returning to the car

park after my first pint that I noticed

our second puncture gradually taking

hold as Mabel was resting in the car

park. 

Finally, and after a leisurely breakfast,

we got back to Farnham by 2pm having

covered 700 miles in a weekend, con-

sumed 77 litres of fuel and 5 pints of

oil.

That’s it for 2017. Another weekend of

enjoyable Austineering over.
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Are LED Lights Legal?
A thought-provoking article from FHBVC

Your Editor, like several other club members, has fitted LED lights to his Seven and

considers the huge improvement in illumination for night driving, together with the

all-round increase in the visibility of the car to other road users, is well worth the

time, effort and expense.

However, the following article from a recent “FHBC News” casts doubt on the

legality of using LEDs, in certain circumstance.

Regulatory Position on the 

Use of LED Light Sources in Historic Vehicles

The 1970s saw the immergence of lamps approved to European standards. There

were two parallel sets of standards, normally technically identical but emanating

from different organisations. These were ECE Regulations and EEC Directives,

lamps approved to the former were identified by an approval number preceded by a

capital 'E' whilst those approved to the latter bore a similar mark preceded by a

lower case 'e'. These are commonly referred to as 'e/E marks'. The testing required

to gain such an approval for a lamp was far more scientific than anything that had

gone before and included measuring actual light output across a standard grid.

Repetition of this performance can only be guaranteed by use of bulbs meeting

precise standards and for this reason a similar approval regime exists for bulbs and

e/E marked lamps on vehicles first used after 1st January 1986 are only permitted to

be fitted with approved, and e/E marked, bulbs. Whilst today LEDs are tested and

approved for use in specified lamp assemblies none bear the approval permitting

them to be used in e/E marked lamps intended to employ incandescent bulbs.

Background

The use of LED light sources has been

of interest to the historic vehicle com-

munity for as long as LEDs have been

readily available and not surprisingly

many articles have been written on the

subject in both club magazines and in

the specialist press. Unfortunately, not

all of the information provided has

been accurate and FBHVC felt it

should research the subject to enable

the provision of definitive guidance to

its members.

In addition to research by the FBHVC

Legislation Committee an opinion was

also sought from Department for
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Transport and the Committee were

gratified to find their conclusions con-

firmed. However, we should repeat a

warning from the DfT reply – “The

guidance provided is based on the re-

quirements of The Road Vehicle

Lighting Regulations and all vehicles

must comply when used on the road,

ultimately interpretation of law is the

sole prerogative of the courts.”

As the title implies this article relates

solely to the regulations surrounding

the use of LEDs but nevertheless a

brief explanation of what we mean by

LED and the reason why their use can

be beneficial might not come amiss.

LED is an abbreviation of light emit-

ting diode and their advantage stems

from the fact that they do not generate

as much heat as a conventional incan-

descent bulb. Thus, for a given electri-

cal power the light output is much

higher, or conversely a given light out-

put can be achieved from a lower elec-

trical power. This latter characteristic

is of great value in early vehicles with

marginal generator output.

Unfortunately, the relevant regulations

are quite complex and there is no sim-

ple overall yes or no answer to the

question “is it legal to use LEDs in the

existing lamps on my historic vehi-

cle?” The situation is different for dif-

ferent lamps and also for different

dates of first registration of the vehicle

in question. This article will explain

the background before summarising

the conclusions at the end.

There is no regulation that specifically

prohibits the use of LEDs in lamps first

used prior to the e/E marking require-

ments, although there is a requirement

for e/E marked lamps fitted to a vehicle

first used on or after 1st April 1986 to

be fitted with e/E marked bulbs. (see

side bar)

The applicable date varies for different

lamps but it should be noted that these

dates are such that vehicles from the

end of our period will be affected. 

The regulations also include a require-

ment applicable to all lamps that they

shall not cause undue dazzle or dis-

comfort to other persons using the

road. This should be borne in mind

whenever a lamp is made to be brighter

than it was originally designed to be.

With particular reference to head-

lamps, a light source of a different type

and in consequence of different physi-

cal size and shape is very unlikely to

work correctly with the optical design

of the lamp and the risk of causing un-

due dazzle or discomfort becomes a

very real one.

Another complicating factor is that the

regulations quote minimum wattages

for certain lamps. For dip-beam head-

lamps these range from 10W for small

motorcycles to 30W for four or more

wheeled vehicles and similarly 15W to
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30W for main beam headlamps. Stop

lamps on vehicles first used after 1st

January 1971 and all direction indica-

tors require a minimum of 15W. These

minimum wattage limits were un-

doubtedly included originally to ensure

adequate brightness of the lamps in

question but now they provide a barrier

to the use of LEDs. This arises because

of the greater efficiency of LEDs, i.e.

more light from fewer watts, the result

being that the LEDs are of too low a

wattage to comply with the regulations

even though the actual light output

may be entirely adequate.

Conclusions

Lamps where the use of LEDs is legal subject to the conditions noted earlier:

• Front Position Lamps. (Side 

lamps). Vehicles first registered 

before 1st January 1972 LED light 

sources in the original lamps are 

compliant.

• Rear Position Lamps. (Tail 

lamps). Vehicles first registered 

before 1st January 1974 LED light 

sources in the original lamps are 

compliant.                                                                                         

• Rear Registration Plate Lamps. 

Vehicles first registered before 1st 

April 1986                                                                                                       

LED light sources in the original 

lamps are compliant. 

• Stop lamps. Vehicles first regis-

tered before 1st January 1971                                                                     

LED light sources in the original 

lamps are compliant

Lamps where the use of LEDs is not legal:

• Stop lamps. Vehicles first regis-

tered after 1st January 1971 LED 

light sources in the original lamps 

are non-compliant. This is because 

LEDs will not meet the minimum 

wattages specified in the regula-

tions.

• Direction Indicators. (flashing 

type). LED light sources in the 

original lamps are non-compliant. 

This is because LEDs will not meet 

the minimum wattages specified in 

the regulations.

•  Headlamps. LED light sources in 

the original lamps are generally 

non-compliant. This is because 

LEDs will not meet the minimum 

wattages specified in the regula-

tions. However, in some particular 

cases it may be possible to locate 

LED light sources of compliant 

wattage.
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Ruby’s Year 2017

Our annual letter from our Halesworth correspondent

Hello Friends. Well, it is that time of

the year when I have to remember what

I’ve been doing all those warm days

since springtime. Well, not much! I

still miss Rosie. In February my room

was sorted out and I was pushed back

to make space. Good, I thought,

company coming, maybe a Box or an

Opal to talk to. But no, it was a

dammed greenhouse. What a

disappointment.

First off it was over to Uncle Pats for

some new king pins, bushes, track rod

ends, wheelbearings and all the little

bits. Uncle Jamie at North Walsham

was quite pleased about all this.

Everything was all sorted and off I

went.

My first trip was down to Ufford for

the Bentley Boys Day. I was joined by

some of my friends from the club, sun

shine all day and so many different cars

to see. I bombed down the A12 to get

there, but came home through the

sticks by Framlingham, Badingham

and Peasenhall and the milage was the

same – surprise.

... in the depths 

of Norfolk
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On the 22 March I went to the tractor

show on the Norfolk Showground. It

was a lot warmer than last year but not

many people there. Next day was

Drive It Day and I went off to

Wroxham, then right up in the depths

of Norfolk. That was a long run home

alone but I made it ok.

I never went out again until my run

round The Saints on 28 May. I like this

because I am in charge and feel good.

We had a different starting place this

year, because the owner of the old one

didn’t want us. He said we did not

spend enough money but spent too

much time using the toilets – what an

eegit. So we started at the Three

Willows Cafe, huge scones at half the

price. We will go there again.  Then it

was through the Saints and into the

fields, ie, Metfield, Fressingfield,

Wingfield, Ashfield, Laxfield,

Cratfield and back to Huntingfield for

a roast lunch at the Arms. It was a short

drive home for me on this one.

11 June saw us off to Euston. We had

the normal good look round, chats and

afternoon tea, then made a bid for

home, but some bone-headed

jobsworth had locked the gate and

gone off with the key! After a long wait

they unlocked the back gate to let a

horse and cart through and I nipped in

behind him round the house and out of

the front gate.

I was on a run home from Flixton on 19

July when, woe is me, I did get noisy.

It turned out I needed to see Uncle Pat

again – new crown wheel and pinion,

At Euston, before the Great Escape
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full set of bearings, and lots of little

bits. That sorted out the problems and I

was off again.

I was stuck at home until 30 July when

we went to David Charles’ garden

party, with lots of friends there, with

tea, coffee, cakes and a ride on the

ferry home.

On 13 August my covers were ripped

off. It was a bright sunny morning and

I thought I am off out on a run. Well,

we went to Pelham House in Bardwell,

new home of our Chairman, where we

were joined by the Essex and Suffolk

members who we met up with last

year.  Bacon butties and coffee were

served by Karen and her team of

helpers, these went down very well

after an early start and long run. Next

came the driving challenge, my man

would not let me do this, the old git just

wanted to sit down and rest and chat to

friends, but he did have to get up to sort

out the skittles and put the teams

together. Our Chairman was elected to

play for the Essex team due to his skill

at skittles, this worked out well as

Norfolk won by 13 to 10 after some

close bowling. Afternoon tea and cakes

were served to all to round off a grand

day out. Thanks to Dave and Karen,

well done.

August Bank holiday I normally take a

run up to Gressenhall, but this year had

a change and went to the Harleston Fun

Day. We did two laps round the town

in the parade which resulted in a little

bit of clutch slip. We had a very

pleasant day on the green with all our

friends, then set off home. Oh dear,

new clutch slipping all the way home

and had to have three goes and a push

to get back in my room. I heard words

no old lady should have to hear and I

was not cleaned as normal, just

covered up and left.  

Now I cannot see anything that’s going

on, but I know it is nearly Christmas

because I have felt a Christmas tree go

past in my room, I have heard the old

plastic tree come down from the roof

above me, the lights fitted and tested. I

could just see these, that is now in the

front garden for all to see. I can smell

different smells from the kichen vent

near my room. People and friends are

coming and going, but nobody comes

to see me. I am left alone feeling

unwell, unloved and very lonely I feel

so sad, but I am warm. Maybe  the New

Year  will be better.

By the time you read this Christmas

will be long gone, so may I wish you

all a Happy New Year.

Regards,
Ruby
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Rubber Band & Downhill Race Night

Tuesday 17April

Rules

All Cars

1. Each car must be no bigger than 10.5 inches long, 4.5 inches wide and 

5 inches high (266mm x 114mm x 177mm). THE CARS MUST BE ABLE 

TO FIT IN THE SCRUTINEERS “GARAGE”.

2. Cars may be made from wood, card, plastic, adhesive tape and glue. No 

metal parts are allowed EXCEPT FOR THE ROAD WHEELS. Any gears 

and axles must be non-metallic.

3. The car that travels the greatest distance in a straight line shall be the winner. 

There will also be a “Concours” prize for the car judged the best-looking 

model on the night.

Rubber Band Cars

4. All cars shall be powered by ONE Number 34 rubber band. A regulation 

band will be supplied and fitted on the night by the scrutineer.

5. The rubber band shall be complete and intact. No cut bands or catapult starts 

are allowed.

6. All cars must be fitted with a body - saloon, sports, van, open tourer or spe-

cial. Rolling chassis are not permitted.

Downhill Cars

7. They must not be heavier than 6ozs (170g). 

8. No body parts required, driver in seat will be permissible. 

9. There shall be no powered starts, only free running from the top of the ramp.

The scrutineer’s decision is final
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FBHVC News

The NA7C is a member of The Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs. They

publish a bi-monthly magazine that highlights legislation and other topics which may

affect our hobby. Articles of interest will be reprinted here. If any member would like

to read the magazine in full, please contact the Editor, or visit the FBHVC website

at: www.fbhvc.co.uk

UK Legislation
Bob Owen

General Position

Given the uncertainties since the Gen-

eral Election and the summer, it is

small wonder that there is not a great

deal new to report on the legislative

front. Ian Edmunds has dealt with the

current DVLA matters and there is

nothing more I need to say in that re-

gard.

Clean Air Legislation

There have been developments in the

environmental area. In the light of the

pressures described in the last edition

of the Newsletter, the Government has

moved quickly to respond, albeit large-

ly at a high level, to the Consultation

called “Tackling nitrogen dioxide in

our towns and cities” which it released

in May.

From our point of view the good news

is that the Government has in con-

firmed the Framework, of which a

draft formed part of the Consultation of

October 2016, on Clean Air Zones.

This Framework, dated July 2017, sets

out what is essentially a template for

the regulations which will be required

to underpin any new Low Emission (or

Clean Air) Zone, particularly where a

charging regime is being contemplat-

ed.

This Framework provides in paragraph

3.9.1 that there will be an exemption

for vehicles in the “historic “registra-

tion class. The argument for this ex-

emption, which the Federation in fact

did not put forward, but with which we

strongly agree, is that charging

schemes are designed to encourage the

owners of vehicles subject to charge to

replace them. They recognise that there

is no public interest in the destruction
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of historic artefacts, so vehicles which

are in preservation ought not to be sub-

ject to the charge. We will be wise to

keep an eye on local authorities in case

they try to exceed the Government's re-

quirements and exclude or limit the ef-

fects of the exemptions. I would

welcome any information, which any

member living in or near an area for

which a Clean Air charging zone is be-

ing proposed might come upon, if there

is any over-enthusiasm in local author-

ities, in case we need to contact them or

to promote local support for toeing the

central Government line.

There are a couple of matters which I

think should be brought to the attention

of readers, though they will affect only

some of our membership.

The first is that we have supported the

Government approach that they should

use the “historic” registration class as

the basis for exemptions. Their prima-

ry reason is of course that ANPR cam-

eras recognise vehicles in this class

which makes the operation of camera

based charging zones practical. Of

course, the Federation recognises that

this means that only vehicles over 40

years old qualify for exemption while

the internationally recognised defini-

tion of a historic vehicle is 30 years. In

the view of the Federation, to have

sought recognition of the newer vehi-

cles would probably not have succeed-

ed, but would have perhaps raised

opposition in Government to our inter-

ests which has not to date been evident.

The other example is a bit more ob-

scure and affects only a small propor-

tion of our members.

When the Greater London LEZ, which

affects only buses, coaches and goods

vehicles, was introduced, the “historic”

registration class did not exist. Thus,

the date of 1973, which then represent-

ed the date at which vehicles became

eligible for nil-rate Vehicle Excise Du-

ty, was chosen as the date for exemp-

tion. At that time, the date was not

rolling forward as it now is. This date

remains the qualification date for ex-

emption from the Greater London LEZ

In the drafting of Orders for the Lon-

don ULEZ and the “T Charge” this

date was maintained, in addition to the

“historic “class qualification. This

means that the small number of buses

and coaches (and there may be a few

HGVs) which operate on a revenue

earning basis, and which are thus not

eligible for the “historic” class, never-

theless gain the benefit of the exemp-

tion in all London Clean Air Zones.

This is not however carried forward in

to the national template. The view of

the Federation has to date been that the

additional complexity, in respect of a

very small absolute number of vehicles

which might be affected in any individ-

ual Clean Air Zone, would not be wel-
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comed by Government and we have

accepted the exemption as being based

upon the “historic” registration class.

The Federation does not consider that

it could make a valid case for retro-

spective amendment to the overall

Framework in this regard. The Federa-

tion would hope that if in any case the

use of any heritage vehicle would be

prejudiced by their having to pay a

charge in any specific Clean Air Zone,

ad hoc local arrangements might be

made. We will continue to keep an eye

on this but we would need to be ad-

vised as to whether there could be a

real problem of any scale in any partic-

ular Clean Air Zone. 

The Government have chosen not at

the moment to proceed with any offi-

cial scrappage scheme. They propose

to issue a further consultation 'in the

Autumn' to cover options for measures

to combat pollution which may include

what they describe as 'targeted' scrap-

page schemes. However, they have

clearly decided that a general scrap-

page scheme would not be good value

for taxpayers and would be liable to

fraud. Readers should therefore note

that those schemes which have been

announced by some manufacturers are

purely private and commercial in na-

ture, and their terms are decided upon

by those manufacturers, not by Gov-

ernment.

Two new consultations have been

opened, both of which raise new prob-

lems.

The Oxford Zero Emissions Zone

would prohibit any vehicles not pow-

ered by electricity from, at first, central

Oxford and in due course a wider area.

This creates a slightly different 

problem for us as it is in effect creating

something close to a pedestrian zone.

But we see issues with residents of the

area who own historic vehicles. And

there may be special justifications for

use such as filming etc. which we sus-

pect Oxford City Council will not wish

to prohibit. The Legislation Committee

has this in hand and will be responding

when we have decided what to do. 

The Scottish Government has issued a

consultation on 'Building Scotland's

LEZs' It uses Glasgow as a worked ex-

ample, which one must assume makes

it likely that the first LEZ in Scotland

will indeed be in Glasgow. Not surpris-

ingly given the Scottish Government's

different take on the workings of mar-

kets, they are proposing not charging

schemes such as are proposed and in-

deed in effect in England, but actual

bans. They do envisage a possible his-

toric vehicle exemption, and, as the im-

portance of exemption is increased

significantly by a ban, meaning a vehi-

cle owner cannot simply choose to pay

to travel within the zone, the Legisla-
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tion Committee will be strongly sup-

porting an exemption.

Both these consultations close around

the end of November.

Compulsory Insurance Under 

The EU Motor Insurance Directive (“Vnuk”)

I explained the Vnuk problem in earlier

editions. In short, the European Court

of Justice had decided that compulsory

motor insurance should apply not only

on or near the highway but also on pri-

vate land. You will recall we respond-

ed to a consultation by the Department

for Transport on the potentially very

serious effects on motor sport in the

UK, and also on questions of what con-

stitutes a vehicle (whether for instance

a vehicle on SORN will need to have

motor insurance). 

Many members will have been aware

of the furore which arose in respect of

the EU Commission consultation on

possible amendments to the Motor In-

surance Directive to take account of

the problem. The MSA, supporting the

Motorsport Industry Association, sug-

gested responses and some member

clubs will have done so. It is I think fair

to say that the Federation had concerns

with their approach and particularly

with the claim that this is a cross-Eu-

rope problem. 

It is undoubtedly the case that in the

United Kingdom the consequences of

Vnuk on motor sport could be severe.

The mystery is that extensive enquiries

elsewhere in Europe 

through the FIVA Legislation Com-

mission, have not been able to identify

a similar problem. Whether this is a le-

gal issue with our own domestic law or

whether there are insurance market im-

plications I do not know, but in none of

the major European countries is it

thought that motor sport is at risk.

Thus when MIA asked respondents to

say that it was at risk across Europe,

the Federation was uncomfortable. We

did make a response to the consulta-

tion, but what we did was to support

the much more measured approach

which we found that the FIA had taken

which simply warned the Commission

to be aware that there might be signifi-

cant problems in some states. 

Just to be clear, the SORN related

problems are concerned with possible

UK application rather than the possible

amended Directive itself so we will

continue to await an outcome from

DfT. And to address the obvious ques-

tion, until Brexit is all settled, we need

to continue, as all branches of Govern-

ment are doing, to assume for the mo-

ment that nothing will change. How

robust that assumption is I must leave

to the judgement of individual readers.
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Roadworthiness Testing
We would appear to be getting close to

a conclusion on this knotty problem,

which will we hope to be better and

less onerous that many had feared.

Pressures of publication dates mean

that we cannot yet tell you the defini-

tive proposals, but we can with some

confidence set out the broad principles.

We have to give serious credit to the

efforts the Department for Transport

(DfT) have put in to understanding and

addressing the practical issues regard-

ing application of the new require-

ments.

The Government's basic proposal on

exemption is now law. The Motor Ve-

hicles (Tests) (Amendment) Regula-

tions (2017 No 850 for anyone

interested) were laid before Parliament

on 14 September 2017. Section 7 of the

Regulations deals with the definition

of vehicles of historic interest, which

will be exempted from testing. The

wording essentially replicates the pro-

visions of Paragraph 3(7) of the EU Di-

rective on periodic testing of vehicles

of 3 April 2014, except that it uses a

date of forty, not thirty years as the

qualifying date. It will come into force

on 20 May 2018.

It will be put into effect through a set of

Guidelines, which is what we have

been working on with the DFT to en-

sure that they are workable and practi-

cal.

The fundamental position in respect of

historic vehicles will be that the current

pre-1960 exemption from the MoT

test, which applied to all vehicles with-

out any examination of their underly-

ing originality, will be withdrawn. It

will be replaced by a new exemption,

available to those vehicles more than

forty years old (essentially the 'historic'

class) which qualify as Vehicles of

Historic Interest (VHIs), by reason of

not having been subject to substantial

change. 

An important qualification will be that

only changes carried out either after

1988 or less than thirty years ago, need

to be considered. Currently DfT have

proposed the fixed date of 1988, but

our proposal for a rolling thirty year

date complies more closely with the

Directive. This is not yet settled. So

earlier modifications, however major,

do not disqualify the vehicle from be-

ing a VHI.

Most discussions have centred around

how the phrase 'substantial change' is

to be defined and how it is to be estab-

lished that a vehicle is a VHI.

We think we are moving towards a

fairly generic description of a substan-

tial change, which will have the effect

of meaning most historic vehicles will

qualify, which is the shared intent of

ourselves and the DfT. We will set out
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the criteria in detail when they are fi-

nalised.

Many historic vehicles will be known

by their keepers to be substantially as

built and they will be able to be de-

clared as VHIs with little or no prob-

lem. The Guidance will propose that

anyone applying to have a vehicle rec-

ognised as a VHI who has any doubt

should consult an expert for advice.

The Federation has agreed to be the

custodian of an approved list of experts

and we will be working to create a fair

and equitable method of accession of

experts onto the list.

Roadworthiness Testing We are aware

that many people have been confused

by the potential use of existing DVLA

rules, which is not now going to hap-

pen, into thinking this change relates to

registration. May I emphasise most

strongly that it does not. This is not

only our view but is shared within DfT

and DVLA. The worst thing that can

happen to a historic vehicle which does

not qualify as a VHI is that it has to un-

dergo an MoT.

We also think we are close to agreeing

a fairly simple process which will oc-

cur at the time of re-licensing in each

year. It does have to be annual because

a vehicle could have been changed dur-

ing the previous year. We are arguing

strongly for it to be simple, so that

those owners of historic vehicles who

are quite happy to continue with an

MoT test, and we know there are many,

are not required to go through the has-

sle of deciding whether they can de-

clare whether or not their vehicle is a

VHI.

It is important to state that no actual

monitoring is proposed of declarations

made. This is entirely a self-assess-

ment process.

There are some issues not quite settled

at the time of writing, though we are

hopeful they mostly will be.

Probably most important is the appli-

cability of these rules from the outset to

motorcycles, whereas the Directive

does not expect them to be applied till

1 January 2022. One can understand

the position of Government, which is

that as the UK has a perfectly sound

system of motorcycle MoT testing,

which is essentially accepted by the

whole community, there seems no jus-

tification for not moving forward with

motorcycles at the same time as cars,

vans, lorries and buses. Our view has

been that the motorcycling communi-

ty, especially the historic motorcycling

community, has not expected to be af-

fected till 2022 and thought there was

time to sort out any motorcycle specif-

ic issues before then. We will have to

see the outcome of this discussion. 

We are still working on reclaiming the

complete exemption for goods vehicles

built before 1940, which has been in
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place ever since the introduction of

testing for goods vehicles, and have

expressed the view that no vehicle

should be required to be tested if the fa-

cilities and skills required properly to

test it do not exist.

Finally, some readers will ask why this

is all happening when the UK is in the

course of leaving the EU and even if it

is, does it matter in the long term?

Well, firstly, we have not yet left, and

it is settled Government policy that

while we are members we will ensure

all of our legislation complies with EU

laws. Secondly, it is the settled inten-

tion of the Government that, upon

leaving, all EU mandated laws will

pass unchanged into the various laws

of the countries of the UK. Thereafter

normal UK legal processes will be ap-

plied to establish which of these laws

require changing and if so, how. It is

only realistic to suggest that this partic-

ular aspect of law is unlikely to be a

high priority for change, so what is set-

tled now is likely to be of long-term ef-

fect.

It is to be hoped we can provide a clear

statement of the settled position, in-

cluding the detail of the final VHI cri-

teria, in the first edition of the

Newsletter in 2018. This will of course

just predate the introduction of the new

regime in May 2018.

Salvage Code of Practice

A word of warning is in order to any

member who may be so unfortunate as

to be involved in an accident in which

his vehicle suffers significant damage

and perhaps also to those who wish to

be clear on their entitlements under

their historic vehicle insurance poli-

cies. 

There has been a long-standing prac-

tice that if a vehicle was so damaged

that the insurance company was mind-

ed to write it off, then so long as the ve-

hicle could be repaired safely and

legally, at whatever cost, the owner

could buy the salvage and himself take

steps to rebuild the vehicle or have it

rebuilt. This is still the case. It may be

wise, if you are in doubt, to check with

your insurer or broker whether they

still are happy to follow this practice. It

is unlikely that they will ever make an

absolute future commitment, but they

may well give an indication.

So why should we be concerned?

We have for some time been of aware

of a few cases where a vehicle insur-

ance examiner with little or no knowl-

edge of historic vehicles or their

methods of construction has made in-

correct assessments of their ease and

safety of repair.
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In September a new Code of Practice

for the Categorisation of Motor Vehi-

cle Salvage (the CoP) was agreed by

most of the organisations involved in

the matter, under the auspices of the

Association of British Insurers, and

drafted by Thatch am Research. It in-

troduces a more structured system of

assessment of the severity of damage

to a vehicle and thus does give signifi-

cant power to insurance assessors. 

The Federation was advised by That-

cham that the CoP had been finalised in

June. 

At that time the CoP contained the fol-

lowing words, which were introduced

after representations by the Federation,

in two places.

'It is recognised that some historic/

classic vehicles or vehicles of special

interest may be repaired irrespective of

extent of damage, providing it is safe to

do so. In these cases the vehicle will

fall outside the Code of Practice, which

will not apply.'

We were somewhat concerned at the

looseness of these words and as a result

we agreed with the ABI the following:

'The Code of Practice (CoP) concerns

itself with the categorisation of vehi-

cles and their parts for the purposes of

salvage. The applicability or otherwise

of the CoP is without prejudice to stat-

utory requirements concerning the safe

use of vehicles.

The CoP therefore does not come into

effect in respect of any individual vehi-

cle until the owner of the vehicle has

transferred ownership to the insurance

company. 

This remains the case notwithstanding

that inspection by a suitably qualified

person and a recommendation as to

how the CoP would be applied may al-

ready have been made in respect of the

vehicle. 

The CoP is voluntary. Thus any insur-

ance company may, having regard to

paragraphs 8.1 and 9.4 of the CoP, de-

cide that it will not acquire the owner-

ship of a vehicle following a claim,

whether or not there has been an in-

spection by a suitably qualified person

and a recommendation made as to how

the CoP would be applied. The insur-

ance company may thus leave the own-

er of the vehicle to decide without

reference to the CoP upon whether the

vehicle should be repaired or destroyed

in accordance with statutory require-

ments. The owner of the vehicle will of

course still have to comply with statu-

tory requirements concerning the safe

use of vehicles.'

Then someone got at the system and

the CoP was further revised in Septem-

ber so that in one of the two places the
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words appeared, they were changed to

read as follows:

'It is recognised that some historic/

classic vehicles or vehicles of special

interest (Sentimental Value) may be

repaired irrespective of extent of dam-

age, providing it is safe to do so. In

these cases the vehicle will fall outside

the Code of Practice, which will not

apply. However careful consideration

must be taken to justify this action and

if required escalation sought to make

sure the correct decision has been

made.'

These words were clearly introduced

with the aim of limiting the interests of

our members and reducing the inci-

dence of the sale of salvage of dam-

aged historic vehicles. We do not know

who introduced these words, nor with

whom they were discussed, but the

Federation was unaware of the inten-

tion to make any change to the CoP, let

alone one intended to affect the rights

of our members. We have of course

protested.

So we would advise any member

whose vehicle has a significant acci-

dent, suffers a fire or is in a flood, care-

fully to monitor, or have someone else

carefully monitor, the initial treatment

of their vehicle and raise immediate

concerns if it appears the opinion of the

examiner is that the vehicle should be

written off. 

If you think it is salvageable, make

sure you do not sign anything which

transfers ownership of the vehicle to

the insurance company, and, assume

nothing but make immediate contact

with your insurance broker or compa-

ny if you think purchase of the salvage

is justified. 

There will always be occasions, as

there are now, where the insurance

company will feel constrained not to

permit the vehicle back on the road.

That is their right and obligation. But

only active involvement will ensure

that no historic vehicle is unnecessarily

lost.

MOT Reminders
And finally, for those still having their

vehicles MOT tested, whether or not

on a voluntary basis, I would draw

your attention a new service provided

by DVSA which will enable vehicle

owners to receive an e-mail reminder

of when their MOT is due. The remind-

er arrives one month before the due

date.

To enrol for this useful service, you

should visit the following website.

www.reminders.mot-testing.serv-

ice.gov.uk/
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DVLA
Ian Edmunds

The lead time for the production of this

Newsletter is quite long with the result

that this edition is reporting on the

summer season which, as is often the

case has been fairly quiet, thus there is

not a lot to report for this edition.

DVLA are conducting a trial of a re-

vised version of the V11 reminder

form. This is designated V11Z and is

sent specifically to keepers of vehicles

that attract a nil duty licence. It has re-

vised wording to stress the importance

of licensing even where there is no fee.

The licencing procedure remains un-

changed. 

Many of you may be aware of the dif-

ficulties that can arise in obtaining a

first registration in the UK for vehicles

which have returned from foreign terri-

tories to which they were originally ex-

ported in CKD form. The major

problem is normally that of establish-

ing a date for the final assembly of the

vehicle in the destination country.

Generally, the local assembly compa-

ny no longer exists and no records sur-

vive. However, from the feedback I

receive, it seems that with persistence

and the support of an appropriate club

a satisfactory conclusion can normally

be reached. 

We now hear of an additional difficulty

with vehicles returning from South Af-

rica. This has only become apparent in

the last few months and takes the form

of a recently issued South African reg-

istration document which refers to the

vehicle as 'built-up'. Rather confusing-

ly this is not a reference to the vehicle

having been originally imported in

CKD form but is in fact a catch-all

term that the South African authorities

use when the history of a vehicle is un-

known or unclear. In some cases, it

arises for no other reason than the vehi-

cle was not registered for a period and

the original records were lost, but it is

used in many different circumstances

including for rebuilt insurance write-

offs. DVLA are fully aware of this am-

biguity and decline to register a vehicle

so described without further informa-

tion.

We discussed this issue with DLVA at

our recent meeting and their advice to

vehicle owners was to contact the

South African authorities for an expla-

nation of the exact circumstances of

the vehicle in question. Some doubts

have been expressed regarding the

likely response but DVLA assured us

they have seen helpful replies from

South Africa.

Readers may recall a somewhat cryptic

reference under the heading 'Modify-

ing vehicles' in Newsletter Issue 3,

2017. Whilst this is an ongoing issue,
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and is likely to remain so for some

time, I can now provide a little more

background. We were made aware

from a member club of a coupé of

1970s construction which the owner

had had professionally modified to a

roadster (the manufacturer originally

offered both versions). When this

change was notified to DVLA the reg-

istration was withdrawn.

The DVLA rationale is that the modifi-

cation is such that the car is required to

be assessed under the 'radically altered'

rules. These rules specifically preclude

an altered monocoque bodyshell. Thus,

the car cannot retain its original regis-

tration.

The Federation does not believe it can

contest this conclusion but does never-

theless have two concerns. There is

some evidence to suggest that DVLA

may not have been entirely consistent

in their handling of such conversions

over the years, but there is a greater

concern regarding information availa-

ble to vehicle keepers.

The V5C quite rightly requires the

keeper to notify DVLA of changes to

the vehicle but gives no indication that

this could lead to the withdrawal of the

registration. Neither does it provide

any reference to the relevant informa-

tion, either the INF26 booklet or the

gov.uk website.

The Federation has initiated discussion

with DVLA on this matter and will ob-

viously report the outcome. Mean-

while the advice should continue to be

that it is probably not wise to undertake

any conversion of the body of a regis-

tered monocoque vehicle. This applies

equally to conversions of coupé to con-

vertible, saloon to convertible, saloon

to pickup or any similar changes.

Several people have drawn my atten-

tion to an unfortunate revision to the

DVLA service to supply information

about a vehicle in response to a V888

request. Up until September it was pos-

sible for a vehicle keeper to obtain all

the registration history that DVLA

held for that vehicle on payment of a

small fee. DVLA considered that re-

searching the vehicles history was 'rea-

sonable cause' for needing the

information.

However, since September DVLA

have revised the requirements for 'rea-

sonable cause' and researching the ve-

hicle history is no longer acceptable.

The V888 form itself has been revised

to reflect these changes. Further guid-

ance on 'reasonable cause' can be found

at www.gov.uk/ request-information-

from-dvla We will discuss this further

with DVLA but we believe that the

General Data Protection Regulation

does unfortunately leave them with no

choice. Thus, we have all lost a valua-

ble service.
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Recently I have been receiving a

number of reports from clubs of regis-

tration applications, which had been

compiled in a form which has been ac-

cepted in the recent past, now being re-

jected. In some cases it appeared that

agreements previously reached with

DVLA were no longer valid. Whilst I

do not have, and indeed may never

have had a complete explanation for

this apparent rash of rejections, I am

confident that they represent errors or

misunderstandings rather than any fun-

damental change. It does also appear

that some mail may have been misdi-

rected within DVLA which has not

helped. In that context some have be-

lieved that the address for V765 appli-

cations has changed - it has not. 

To avoid any confusion I repeat it here: 

K&R, D4, DVLA, Swansea, SA99

1ZZ. 

As a change from the normal registra-

tion matters I have received one query

about driving licence entitlement and it

may be worth repeating the informa-

tion here. Restrictions on the weight of

vehicle that can be driven on a particu-

lar driving licence refer to the Maxi-

mum Authorised Mass (MAM), i.e. the

total weight of the vehicle plus the

maximum load it can carry, and not to

its actual weight on the day. I am also

advised that road traffic offences are

almost all strict liability offences, that

means that it is quite irrelevant whether

or not you intended to commit the of-

fence, if you did it quite unintentional-

ly you are just as guilty as someone

who deliberately committed it.
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What’s On

The Events Calendar for 2018 is overleaf. At this time, of course, it is provisional,

some details are a little sketchy and there will be changes and many more events to

be added during the year. The latest version is available on the website at 

www.na7c.co.uk

The Club’s Events Coordinator is Phil Sharpe, who can be contacted on 

01603 744981 or phil@sendale.org.uk

Here are some of the events over the next few months:

Tuesday 16 January – NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – 7:30 pm.

Tuesday 20 February – NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – Guest

Speaker – Hamish Alger – 7:30 pm. 

Tuesday 20 March – NA7C Annual General Meeting – All members are invited

to attend. Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – 7:30 for 8.0 pm.

Saturday 31 March – Ufford Vintage Cars – Just turn up at The White Lion Inn,

Lower Ufford, Suffolk.

Tuesday 17 April – NA7C Meeting – Rubber Band and Downhill Racing Night.

Jubilee Hall, East Tuddenham – 7:30 pm. See page 18 for details.

Saturday and Sunday 21/22 April – Eastern Counties Vintage Tractor Show –

Royal Norfolk Showground.

Sunday 21/22 April – Drive It Day - details to follow
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NA7C Events Calendar 2018
Bold type Underlined = NA7C Organised Event     Bold type = NA7C Supported Event

Normal Type = Event not organised by NA7C but recommended or suggested by NA7C

Grey shaded – a new or amended event

Note: Please let the organiser know if you plan to attend an event

Date Event Venue Contact

Jan 16 Tue NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 01603 744981
phil@sendale.org.uk

Feb 20 Tue NA7C Meeting – 
Guest Speaker: Hamish Alger

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Mar 20 Tue NA7C Annual General Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

31 Sat Ufford Vintage Cars The White Lion Inn, Ufford, 
Suffolk - 
just turn up!

Phil Sharpe 

Apr 17 Tue NA7C Meeting - Rubber Band & Downhill 
Racing

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Paul Maulden 01986 872537 
paul_liz@maulden21.plus.com

21 
22

Sat 
Sun

Eastern Counties Vintage Tractor Show Royal Norfolk 
Showground

Michael Curtis 
07753182065/01508550293 
michael.curtis4@gmail.com
www.easterncountiesvin-
tageshow.co.uk

22 Sun Drive It Day TBD Phil Sharpe

May 6
7

Sun
Mon

Stradsett Park Vintage Rally Stradsett Park, 
Downham Market

Phil Sharpe
Gordon Carson 01945 880091

www.nvtec-ea.org.uk/rally/

15 Tue NA7C Meeting – 
Guest Speaker: Hugh Barnes

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

20 Sun Rackheath Vintage Fayre Rackheath Playing Field - 
10:00 am

Phil Sharpe
rackheathvintagefayre@hot-
mail.co.uk

Jun 19 Tue NA7C Meeting - Drive-It Night 
& Free Barbecue

Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Jul 17 Tue NA7C Meeting – Skittles Tournament Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Aug 5 Sun NA7C Rally at Hoveton Summer Fete Hoveton Village Hall Playing 

Field, Stalham Road Hoveton 

Norwich NR12 8DU

Phil Sharpe 

21 Tue NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

26 
27

Sun
Mon

Village at War Gressenhall Farm & 
Workhouse, Dereham

Miriam Burroughs
01362 869262
miriam.burroughs
@norfolk.gov.uk

Sep 18 Tues NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Oct 16 Tues NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Nov 20 Tues NA7C Meeting Jubilee Hall, 
East Tuddenham - 7:30pm

Phil Sharpe 

Dec 11 Tues NA7C Christmas Dinner

Please Note: All the above events and dates are subject to change. 

Visit our website at www.na7c.co.uk for the latest information



A New Year’s Day Quiz
And Finally...

Just For Fun – There Are No Prizes!

1. What is the first country to celebrate New Year's Eve each 

year?

2. What name is given to the Jewish New Year?

3. Haiti gained independence from which country on 1 January 

1803?

4. Which American President issued the Emancipation Proclama-

tion on New Year’s Day 1863?

5. Which band took New Year’s Day to number 10 in the charts in 

1983?

6. The first traveller's cheques were issued in London on 1 Janu-

ary of which year?

7. On New Year’s Day 1914, the world’s first airline started oper-

ating in which American state?

8. Which female singer was born LaDonna Gaines on New 

Year’s Eve 1948?

9. Which two European countries declared their independence on 

1 January 1993?

10.The first mobile phone call in Britain was made by which 

comedian on 1 January 1985?

1. New Zealand2. Rosh Hashanah3. France4. Abraham Lincoln5. U26. 1772

7. Florida8. Donna Summer9. Czech Republic and Slovakia10. Ernie Wise

Answers




